
Mayan Marduk at Izapa

Tzolkin and Cycles of Venus and Mars

Tzolkin was created in 1275bc at Izapa

BreakThru. I have just traced the Marduk of Noah’s
Flood to Babel’s Marduk Street, to Hamurabi’s Marduk, to
Amizaduga’s Marduk, to Mayan foundation 1313bc, to
Hindu 1302bc calculation of the 3102bc epoch, to the
creating of the tzolkin Marduk in 1275bc at Izapa
proving Malstrom correct that it was created there.

Prepare yourself. Hold your hat.
I just connected astronomically the step by step

confusion of Babylon’s 1770-1625bc to the
foundations of India and the Maya.

Those who don’t read will never understand, they are
gods in their own eyes, they are God in their own eyes.You
know, God has done this so much for me that I don’t
appreciate it anymore. I feel no one cares. It is over heads.
And what i rather do is raise one person from the dead in
the name of the bride of Christ to prove the whole raptured
bride is Jesus in the flesh who the world kills 40 days
before asteroid impact.

Puzzles
One of the puzzles is how do you take 8-year cycles of
Venus and 156-year cycles of Mars and move them from
1770bc to a Flood year such as 3114bc with 1344 years
from one to the other. Yes, 1200 is 8-year Venus (1199
Julian) plus 144 is also 8-year Venus. But 1344 years are
1363 of 360 days and 13 year Mars will either be 1365
=105x 13 in 1346 years or 1352 =104x 13 in 1333 years.

Another problem is the reality has 600 years before the
Flood that changed planet Earth from 360 days to 365
days. Thus we are dealing not with 1344 years but only
744 years as 600+144 for Venus. Because the pentacle
rotates we are also dealing with meeting the same stars in
251 years or same sothic date (Julian) in 243 years. Thus
year 745
is 251+251+243 (Shem’s 502 in 1868bc + 243),
or 243+251+251 (king Meskiag-Nannar’s 243 in 2127bc + 502,
or 235 + 235 +235 +40, fall of 3rd dynasty Ur’s 470 in 1900bc,
+235+40;
or 243+243+243 +16.

It cannot be done without some priest interpreting one
kind of Venus as another kind. As with so much Bible
chronology it has cross-matching like changing state
highway 143 to become Interstate freeway 43 though
staying the same road. But the fact is that 744 years has
186 sothic leap days yet only 180 solar leap days.

Another puzzle to grasp is the Mars and Venus of these
alternative years 1344 of Noah. The actual year is 1626bc
and 1625bc. But in Mayan chronology its is 1770bc and in
Moslem chronology it is 1778bc. The 1770bc has the
Egyptian Thoth Marduk where Mars is logged rising for
weeks on the month Thoth (at that time the 7th month until
1514bc when it becomes first month). Using Thoth (Nov 9)
allows the absent Tamuz crossing of July 10 to be ignored,
a mere indication that Thoth will be arriving. This is also
true with the July 10 Phoenix of Venus rising ignored until
it is Thoth, the same date for both Mars and Venus. This is
then used every 312 years to confirm that the two dates
are the same.

Both planets Mars and Venus are guaranteed to drift
back not just the 26 leap days, but the original Venus
synodic position as angular distance from the sun will drift
back another 15 days so that the Venus date has actually
gained to be a Venus further in its orbit by those 15 days in
its angular distance from the sun. That makes 31 days in
the 624 years, 93 days in 1872 years, and 187 days in the
whole 3744 years. Because Venus is already visible 122
days after July 10 on Nov 9 in 1770bc, the formula
constant of 584 days causes another 187 days to be
added to that 122 to be a Venus visible for 309 days.
Cannot be! Because visibility is only 263 days. Thus Venus
is already 46 days into its 50-day absence of solar
superior conjunction when the 3744-year calendar
says to expect a rising morning-star of Armageddon.
THIS is the Venus that does not get corrected by Maya in
100bc when Thompson claims they chose 58 calendar
rounds (x52) of 3016 haab (3014 Gregorian) to check their
Mayan Noah’s Flood of 3114bc. That Venus date of 584
days shifts 150 days of Venus in those 3000 years. This
means the smartest Mayans were those traveled to
America and didn’t make it. No matter how awesome the
Maya could get by 630 AD or 800 AD, their new concepts
of true astronomy were attempting to account for the false
reconstruction their forefathers made, just as today’s
scholars believe so much trash that preceded us too. So
now to analyze the difference between Venus and Mars for
1778bc, 1770bc, 1750bc, 1626bc, 1625bc, and 1614bc:

HAMURABI Moslem use Adam’s 360-day 2256am as their 3600am from 5378bc Adam
and so as Noah’s year 1344 from the Flood as 3122bc

 1778bc Feb 26 Marduk new year 1-01-1200 = 2256am as rising Mars

 1778bc July 12 rising Venus date 2-29-592 (unatoned 584-day = Aug 11 on 3-29-592)

Mayan use Adam’s 365-day 2256am as their 3600am from 5370bc Adam
and so as Noah’s year 1344 from the Flood as 3114bc

Nimrod dies in Abydos Egypt at 500; Hamurabi in Babylon says he’s taking over the world

 1770bc = 600 years of 150 sothic leap days (but 145 solar leap days)

 1770bc July 10 Tamuz Mars crossing on

 1770bc July 10 Phoenix Venus rising date 2-29-600 (unatoned 584-day = Aug 9 on 3-39-600)



 1770bc Sep 12 = 780-day Mars date for rising 45 days after artificial Tau date

 1770bc Nov 9 Thoth Marduk date 7-01-600 as the new 365-day calendar Marduk cycle of 156 years (haab)

 1770bc Nov 9 Venus Ish-star date 7-01-600 as the new 365-day calendar Marduk cycle of 156 years (haab)

 1770bc Dec 25 memorial to Noah’s death in 2021bc is now 8-17-600 (mistaken as 2-17-600 in this 2256am).
This is not the reborn sun which occurs Jan 4 and still worshipped as Jan 6.
Hamurabi destroys Mari Syria, city built by the Mayan cousins of Abram for 267 years.

 1763bc Feb 7 Mars 3-01-1215 ( this might have something to do with why Hindu epoch on 3102bc falls on 9-01 )

 1762bc July 8 rising Venus date 2-29-608 (unatoned 584-day = Aug 7 on 3-29-608)

 1761bc Mar 28 Mars 5-01-1217 = tun 1372:5.01

 1753bc Oct 12 Marduk Mars 1-01-1226 = ( Marduk new year is same as Noah’s Flood year 600 in 2370bc Oct 12)
This date is 1200 years after Chinese-Roman Noah’s Flood 2953bc (discovery made 2013 Jan 25 Fri)
240 years to global exodus disasters in 1513bc

 1778bc Feb 26 Marduk new year 1-01-1200 = 2256am as rising Mars

 1751bc Dec 1 Mars 3-01-1228

 1750bc Hamurabi dies, Jacob Israel gives Joseph a coat for king of kings
620 years of 155 sothic leap days (but 150 solar leap days)

AMIZADUGA ( = Adam’s year 2400-2401am and is Noah’s year 1344-1345, but 360-day calendar 1355-1356)
Mayan Adam’s year 3744am completes 12x 312 years and founds Copan in 1314bc 312 years later.
Mayan Noah’s year 1488, twice 744, twice 180 solar leap days.
Hippolytus 1448 from Flood is 3258-1770bc; Africanus 1448 from Flood is 3238-1750bc.

 1626bc May 28 rising Venus date 2-22-744 (unatoned 584-day = July 4 on 3-29-744) (+312 = 1314bc)
22 is the date Persian Parmuti 22 which becomes Persian 8-22, but Egyptian 8-27.
This was not to be confused as the Flood date in Noah’s year 601 disembarking the ark, nor is it
to be confused with Nimrod’s death in 1770bc as April 22.

 1625bc Oct 15 artificial Tau (actual Tau is 40 days ago Sep 5)

 1625bc Nov 29 = Marduk new year 1356 (from 602 to 1356 = 754 =58x 13 year Mars) day =12 imix

 1624bc Jan 2 is 243-year Venus from Shem 1867bc Jan 2 (745 years after 2369bc Jan 6 =3-29-00)

 1614bc Oct 1 = Egyptian 7-01-756 = 2412am = Thoth Marduk’s 156 year Mars and Venus
This Egyptian year 756 in 1614bc from year 1 (2369bc) is not to be confused with Noah’s 360-day new year
1-01-1356 (600+756) which falls in 1625bc Nov 29.
By doing so you take the 156 years of Mars, and you put it back 11 years so that the next cycle of 156 years
will end in 1469bc instead of 1458bc (Jun 26), and then 1313bc and 1157bc, instead of 1302bc and 1146bc.

 1612bc Sep 22 = Marduk new year 1369 (from 602 to 1369 = 769 =59x 13 Mars) day =12 imix
156 tun is about 154 haab

 1458bc May 2 Tau +55 days

 1458bc Jun 26 = Marduk new year 1525 (from 602 to 1525 = 923 =71x 13 Mars) day =12 imix
+58 days = 113 days

 1458bc Aug 23 = 7-01-912 became 1-01 in 1514bc, thus 1-01-912 Thoth Marduk and Venus
(312 years from 1770bc) Both 360-day Marduk and 365-day Marduk become the same rising star. This
occurs because 156 haab Mars is a gain of one 780-day Mars from 360-day 9-01 at 1770bc Thoth to become
360-day 11-01 at 1614bc Thoth, thus again to 1-01 at 1458bc Thoth. But the two new years are 58 days
apart. 18+40 or 40+18. The next two Marduk (156 tun & 156 haab) will then be in 1304 & HINDU 1302bc.
However, the 1626bc counts 312 to MAYAN 1314bc as Venus and Mars. Thus:

 1626bc May 28 rising Venus date 2-22-744 (unatoned 584-day = July 4 on 3-29-744)
The Chinese and the Maya left India in 1438bc based on Venus of 2029bc July 19 to Sep 17 preparing for
Dec 4 to Feb 2 of 1437bc. They mistook the command to observe 600 years of Venus to be 600 years of
360 days to a 592-year Venus. Then they add 1200 and think 2637bc calendar.

 1317bc Jun 5 = 1-01-1668 Marduk new year 1668 (from 602 to 1668 = 1066 =82x 13 Mars) =12 imix

 1315bc July 25 = 3-01-1670 Mars rising day =12 imix
MAYAN

 1314bc Feb 24 rising Venus date 2-07-1056 (unatoned 584-day = April 17 on 3-29-1056)

 1313bc Sep 12 = 5-01-1672 Mars rising day =12 imix

 1306bc Apr 29 = 1-21-1679 +155 = Mayan 1834 tun = 1 +1833 tun = 141x 13 year Mars Mayan Marduk = Mars rising day 1 imix

700 days

 1304bc Mar 29 = Marduk new year 1681 (from 602 to 1681 = 1079 =83x 13 Mars) day =12 imix
HINDU

 1302bc May 18 = 3-01-1683 day =12 imix This rising Mars is 600 years after 1902bc as the fall of 3rd dynasty Ur which
was actually 1901bc followed by Shelah’s death in 1900bc. But although an actual 600 Julian and Egyptian from that year, the
360-day calendar year 1683 is exactly 600 years after Babylon’s ALL SOULS new year of 1894bc Nov 2 (year 1083). This is



what closes the 6-year gap so that Greeks and Babylon agreed that Babylon’s 300 was 1900-1600bc and its variables 1902-
1602bc and 1901-1601bc, instead of 1894-1594bc. The 600 year Venus is thus 1902-1302bc, and the 592-year venus is
1894-1302bc. This induces Hindu calculations of 3102bc Flood to 1902bc fall of Ur and insists the Venus dates of Amizaduga
for year 1627bc are 1902bc. This explains then the epoch of 9-01 for 3102bc setting between the two debated dates by
scholars. Perceiving Noah’s years 1083-1683 as 1902-1302bc of 600 years, then also presumes 1902bc was year 1200, thus
regarding 3102bc not as Noah’s birth, but as Noah’s Flood. +58 days

 1302bc July 15 = 1-01-1068 Thoth Marduk (468 years from 1770bc) and Venus
Confused with the July 16 Venus of Hamurabi’s 1794bc results in confusing his ascension year 1794bc with
the 1st year of Babylon 1894bc, which is placed in 1902bc until debated as 1901 and 1900.

 1302bc Aug 6 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 5-21-1683 ) = tun 1838:6.01

 1300bc Sep 24 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 7-21-1685 )

 1298bc Nov 13 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 9-21-1687 )

 1295bc Jan 1 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 11-21-1689 )

 1293bc Feb 20 1 imix Mayan Marduk ( Noahs 1-21-1692 ) = Mayan 1847 tun = 1 +1846 tun = 142x 13 year Mars

 1291bc Apr 10 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 3-21-1694 )

 1289bc May 29 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 5-21-1696 ) = tun 1851:6.01

 1287bc July 18 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 7-21-1698 )

 1285bc Sep 5 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 9-21-1700 )

 1283bc Oct 25 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 11-21-1702 )

 1281bc Dec 13 1 imix Mayan Marduk ( Noahs 1-21-1705 ) = Mayan 1860 tun = 1 +1859 tun = 143x 13 year Mars

 1278bc Feb 1 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 3-21-1707 )

 1276bc Mar 21 Mayan Mars ( Noahs 5-20-1709 ) = tun 1864:6.0 = day 13 Ahau
Mar 22 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 5-21-1709 ) = tun 1864:6.1 = day 1 imix

This date discovered today falls 260 days before this chart starts on Dec 7

 1274bc May 11 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 7-21-1711 )

 1272bc Jun 29 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 9-21-1713 )

 1270bc Aug 18 1 imix Mayan Mars ( Noahs 11-21-1715 )

 1268bc Oct 6 1 imix Mayan Marduk ( Noahs 1-01-1718 ) = Mayan 1873 tun = 1 +1872 tun = 144x 13 year Mars
1101 years after 2369bc Oct 6 new year 601 (new moon); 1100 years after 2368bc Oct 1 Marduk year 602

This verifies that the tzolkin was created in 1275bc at Izapa according to the method of Malstrom.

I have no doubt that Malstrom was guided by Jehovah
to discover and see what he has, so that it could be
delivered to others like me to see it in the Biblical Genesis
truth of world reality. Kill me for it if you wish, YOU all killed
John before you killed Jesus, and thenyou said well heck
he wasnt following Jesus anyways, and he dressed and
acted opposite of Jesus. When others do for me, the things
i love my God for, then all i can do is hope they see
Armageddon and make the effort to survive it. That is my
blessing from God in return to them as a thank you from
me.


